
THE HAMILTON’S STORY

YOUR STORY MATTERS

As a newly married couple, we knew how important continuing to build our 

relationship in Christ would be for our marriage. We had attended several 

other churches in the area when we received an Ethos flyer in the mail, and to 

be honest, it sat for a little while on our counter - trying new things can be 

scary. Finally, we decided to give Ethos 

a try. Best. Decision. Ever. 

Before walking in, we were nervous - 

meeting new people can be nerve-racking 

for CC. As we walked through the doors, 

though, all those nerves disappeared. 

From the music, the lighting, the people, 

the message, and feeling the spirit move 

through us; we knew we were home. 

After about a month of attending Ethos, 

we decided to take the next step and 

join a Community Group. We wanted to 

strengthen our new marriage and decided to join a couples group 

focusing on marriage. We met one time and knew this was the group for us. 

The best part was that this group was filled with a lot of teachers which is so 

perfect for us! Then COVID happened. We were so thankful to continue meeting 

with this group through Zoom because they kept us positive and reminded us 

to trust God even in the middle of a pandemic. It was and has been this group 

of people who have encouraged us as individuals, as a married couple, and as 

followers of Jesus. 

Since joining Ethos, naturally there have been ups and downs for us, but our 

Ethos Family has been with us through it all. Because of Ethos, our 

relationship with Jesus is stronger than ever, and we know He is supporting 

us through everything. We are excited to continue to grow in a deeper 

relationship with Jesus through Ethos, and we can’t wait to one day raise a 

family alongside our Ethos family! 

ZAC & CC




